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*P1.1A Generate new questions that 

can be investigated in the laboratory 

or field.

*P1.1B Evaluate the uncertainties or 

validity of scientific conclusions 

using an understanding of sources 

of measurement error, the 

challenges of controlling variables, 

accuracy of data analysis, logic of 

argument, logic of experimental 

design, and/or the dependence on 

underlying assumptions.

*P1.1C Conduct scientific 

investigations using appropriate 

tools and techniques (e.g., selecting 

an instrument that measures the 

desired quantity–length, volume, 

weight, time interval, 

temperature–with the appropriate 

level of precision).

Sept/Jan Unit 1: Science 

Skills

*Define the purpose of an experiment. 

*Evaluate the conclusion of an experiement 

given variability of data and accuracy of 

analysis. *Conduct scientific experiments with 

appropriate tools. *Identify patterns in data. 

*Draw a conclusion from experimental data. 

*Predict how changing variables changes an 

experimental conclusion. *Design a scientific 

experiment

Homework, 

Quizzes, Tests, Labs

*Controlled 

experiments 

*Scientific notation 

*Scientific method 

*Measurement 

*Graphs* 

Significant 

Figures*Uncertainty

*Metric/SI Units 

and Conversions

Essential Skills

Essentials of Physics  

Month

Example

Sept/Jan

Michigan Standards

High School Content 

Expectations   (HSCEs)  

Code & Language                                                                                                                

National Common Core 

Standards

 Code & Language

Examples of 

Formative 

Assessments

VocabularyContent

Sub-Category

or

Strand
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Essential Skills

Essentials of Physics  

Month

Example

Sept/Jan

Michigan Standards

High School Content 

Expectations   (HSCEs)  

Code & Language                                                                                                                

National Common Core 

Standards

 Code & Language

Examples of 

Formative 

Assessments

VocabularyContent

Sub-Category

or

Strand

*P1.1D Identify patterns in data and 

relate them to theoretical models.

*P1.1E Describe a reason for a given 

conclusion using evidence from an 

investigation.

*P1.1f Predict what would happen 

if the variables, methods, or timing 

of an investigation were changed.

*P1.1g Based on empirical 

evidence, explain and critique the 

reasoning used to draw a scientific 

conclusion or explanation.

*P1.1h Design and conduct a 

systematic scientific investigation 

that tests a hypothesis. Draw 

conclusions from data presented in 

charts or tables.

*P2.1A Calculate the average speed of 

an object using the change of position 

and elapsed time.

Sept/Jan Unit 1: Science 

Skills

Sept/Feb Unit 2: Linear 

Motion

*Define the purpose of an experiment. 

*Evaluate the conclusion of an experiement 

given variability of data and accuracy of 

analysis. *Conduct scientific experiments with 

appropriate tools. *Identify patterns in data. 

*Draw a conclusion from experimental data. 

*Predict how changing variables changes an 

experimental conclusion. *Design a scientific 

experiment

Homework, 

Quizzes, Tests, Labs

*Controlled 

experiments 

*Scientific notation 

*Scientific method 

*Measurement 

*Graphs* 

Significant 

Figures*Uncertainty

*Metric/SI Units 

and Conversions

*Calculate average speed *Draw motion 

diagrams to represent velocity. *Create 

position time graphs and analyze the motion 

represented

Homework, 

Quizzes, Tests, Labs

*Position *Time 

*Speed 

*Displacement 

*Velocity 

*Acceleration 

*Motion graphs
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Essential Skills

Essentials of Physics  

Month

Example

Sept/Jan

Michigan Standards

High School Content 

Expectations   (HSCEs)  

Code & Language                                                                                                                

National Common Core 

Standards

 Code & Language

Examples of 

Formative 

Assessments

VocabularyContent

Sub-Category

or

Strand

*P2.1B Represent the velocities for 

linear and circular motion using motion 

diagrams (arrows on strobe pictures).

*P2.1C Create line graphs using 

measured values of position and 

elapsed time.
*P2.1D Describe and analyze the motion 

that a position-time graph represents, 

given the graph.

*P2.1E Describe and classify various 

motions in a plane as one dimensional, 

two dimensional, circular, or periodic.

Unit 3: Newton's 

Laws of motion

*P3.1A Identify the force(s) acting 

between objects in “direct contact” or 

at a distance. *P3.1c Provide examples 

that illustrate the importance of the 

electric force in everyday life.

Oct/Feb

1st law

Sept/Feb Unit 2: Linear 

Motion

*Differentiate between field force and contact 

forces *Recognize basic forces in daily life

Homework, 

Quizzes, Tests, Labs

*Newton's first law 

of motion - inertia 

*Net Force 

*Equilibrium 

*Vector additon of 

forces

*Calculate average speed *Draw motion 

diagrams to represent velocity. *Create 

position time graphs and analyze the motion 

represented

Homework, 

Quizzes, Tests, Labs

*Position *Time 

*Speed 

*Displacement 

*Velocity 

*Acceleration 

*Motion graphs
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Essential Skills

Essentials of Physics  

Month

Example

Sept/Jan

Michigan Standards

High School Content 

Expectations   (HSCEs)  

Code & Language                                                                                                                

National Common Core 

Standards

 Code & Language

Examples of 

Formative 

Assessments

VocabularyContent

Sub-Category

or

Strand

*P3.1d Identify the basic forces in 

everyday interactions.

*P3.2A Identify the magnitude and 

direction of everyday forces (e.g., wind, 

tension in ropes, pushes and pulls, 

weight). *P3.2C Calculate the net force 

acting on an object *P3.4A Predict the 

change in motion of an object acted on 

by several forces.

P3.4B Identify forces acting on objects 

moving with constant velocity (e.g., cars 

on a highway).

P3.4C Solve problems involving force, 

mass, and acceleration in linear motion 

(Newton’s second law). *P3.4e Solve 

problems involving force, mass, and 

acceleration in two-dimensional 

projectile motion restricted to an initial 

horizontal velocity with no initial 

vertical velocity (e.g., ball rolling off a 

table).

Oct/Feb

1st law

2nd law

*Differentiate between field force and contact 

forces *Recognize basic forces in daily life

Homework, 

Quizzes, Tests, Labs

*Newton's first law 

of motion - inertia 

*Net Force 

*Equilibrium 

*Vector additon of 

forces

*Calculate the magnitude of a force using 

Newton's 2nd law. *Calculate net force

Homework, 

Quizzes, Tests, Labs

*Force and 

acceleration *Mass 

and acceleration 

*Newton's 2nd Law 

*Friction *Free Fall 

*Air resistance
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Essential Skills

Essentials of Physics  

Month

Example

Sept/Jan

Michigan Standards

High School Content 

Expectations   (HSCEs)  

Code & Language                                                                                                                

National Common Core 

Standards

 Code & Language

Examples of 

Formative 

Assessments

VocabularyContent

Sub-Category

or

Strand

P3.3A Identify the action and reaction 

force from examples of forces in 

everyday situations (e.g., book on a 

table, walking across the floor, pushing 

open a door).

P3.3c Explain the recoil of a projectile 

launcher in terms of forces and masses.

P3.3d Analyze why seat belts may be 

more important in autos than in buses. 

P3.4f Calculate the changes in velocity 

of a thrown or hit object during and 

after the time it is acted on by the force.

P2.2A Distinguish between the variables 

of distance, displacement, speed, 

velocity, and acceleration.

P2.2B Use the change of speed and 

elapsed time to calculate the average 

acceleration for linear motion.

3rd law

Nov/March Unit 4: Projectile 

Motion

*Identify action and reaction pairs that exist in 

daily life *Explain how Newton's 3rd law is 

connected to seatbelt use and gun recoil.

Homework, 

Quizzes, Tests, Labs

*Action and 

reaction *Newton's 

3rd law *

*Differentiate between distance, displacement, 

speed, velocity, and acceleration *Calculate 

average acceleration *Analyze motion based 

upon a velocity-time graph *Calculate the 

acceleration from a velocity time graph 

*Explain the independence of vertical and 

horizontal motion of projectiles

Homework, 

Quizzes, Tests, Labs

*Vector and scalar 

quantities 

*Projectile motion 

*Velocity vectors 

*Satellites
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Essential Skills

Essentials of Physics  

Month

Example

Sept/Jan

Michigan Standards

High School Content 

Expectations   (HSCEs)  

Code & Language                                                                                                                

National Common Core 

Standards

 Code & Language

Examples of 

Formative 

Assessments

VocabularyContent

Sub-Category

or

Strand

P2.2C Describe and analyze the motion 

that a velocity-time graph represents, 

given the graph.

P2.2e Use the area under a velocity-

time graph to calculate the distance 

traveled and the slope to calculate the 

acceleration.

P2.2f Describe the relationship between 

changes in position, velocity, and 

acceleration during periodic motion.

P2.2g Apply the independence of the 

vertical and horizontal initial velocities 

to solve projectile motion problems.

Nov/March Unit 4: Projectile 

Motion

*Differentiate between distance, displacement, 

speed, velocity, and acceleration *Calculate 

average acceleration *Analyze motion based 

upon a velocity-time graph *Calculate the 

acceleration from a velocity time graph 

*Explain the independence of vertical and 

horizontal motion of projectiles

Homework, 

Quizzes, Tests, Labs

*Vector and scalar 

quantities 

*Projectile motion 

*Velocity vectors 

*Satellites
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Essential Skills

Essentials of Physics  

Month

Example

Sept/Jan

Michigan Standards

High School Content 

Expectations   (HSCEs)  

Code & Language                                                                                                                

National Common Core 

Standards

 Code & Language

Examples of 

Formative 

Assessments

VocabularyContent

Sub-Category

or

Strand

Nov/March Unit 5: Circular 

Motion

P2.1F Distinguish between rotation and 

revolution and describe and contrast 

the two speeds of an object like the 

Earth. *P2.1h Identify the changes in 

speed and direction in everyday 

examples of circular (rotation and 

revolution), periodic, and projectile 

motions. *P3.4D Identify the force(s) 

acting on objects moving with uniform 

circular motion (e.g., a car on a circular 

track, satellites in orbit).

*Differentiate between rotation and revolution 

*Identify forces for an object in circular 

motion,

Homework, 

Quizzes, Tests, Labs

*Rotation 

*Revolution 

*Centripetal and 

centrifugal force

P3.3b Predict how the change in 

velocity of a small mass compares to 

the change in velocity of a large mass 

when the objects interact (e.g., collide). 

P3.4g Explain how the time of impact 

can affect the net force (e.g., air bags in 

cars, catching a ball).

P3.5a Apply conservation of momentum 

to solve simple collision problems.

Dec/March Unit 6: 

Momentum

*Explain how mass is related to velocity 

*Explain how net force is affected by impact 

time *Apply the conservation of momentum to 

daily life situations

Homework, 

Quizzes, Tests, Labs

*Momentum 

*Impulse 

*Bouncing and 

Collisions *Law of 

Conservation of 

Momentum
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Essential Skills

Essentials of Physics  

Month

Example

Sept/Jan

Michigan Standards

High School Content 

Expectations   (HSCEs)  

Code & Language                                                                                                                

National Common Core 

Standards

 Code & Language

Examples of 

Formative 

Assessments

VocabularyContent

Sub-Category

or

Strand

Dec/Apr Unit 7: Energy P4.1B Explain instances of energy 

transfer by waves and objects in 

everyday activities (e.g., why the ground 

gets warm during the day, how you hear 

a distant sound, why it hurts when you 

are hit by a baseball). P4.1c Explain why 

work has a more precise scientific 

meaning than the meaning of work in 

everyday language.

P4.1d Calculate the amount of work 

done on an object that is moved from 

one position to another.

P4.1e Using the formula for work, 

derive a formula for change in potential 

energy of an object lifted a distance h. 

P4.2C Explain how energy is conserved 

in common system. P4.3A Identify the 

form of energy in given situations (e.g., 

moving objects, stretched springs, rocks 

on cliffs, energy in food).

*Explain work in the scientific sense *Calculate 

work done on an object *Explain how energy 

changes between kinetic and potential energy. 

*Calculate kinetic and potential energy

Homework, 

Quizzes, Tests, Labs

*Work *Power 

*Kinetic and 

Potential energy 

*Conservation of 

Energy *Efficiency
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Essential Skills

Essentials of Physics  

Month

Example

Sept/Jan

Michigan Standards

High School Content 

Expectations   (HSCEs)  

Code & Language                                                                                                                

National Common Core 

Standards

 Code & Language

Examples of 

Formative 

Assessments

VocabularyContent

Sub-Category

or

Strand

P4.3B Describe the transformation 

between potential and kinetic energy in 

simple mechanical systems (e.g., 

pendulums, roller coasters, ski lifts).

P4.3e Calculate the changes in kinetic 

and potential energy in simple 

mechanical systems (e.g., pendulums, 

roller coasters, ski lifts) using the 

formulas for kinetic energy and 

potential energy.

P4.4A Describe specific mechanical 

waves (e.g., on a demonstration spring, 

on the ocean) in terms of wavelength, 

amplitude, frequency, and speed.

P4.4B Identify everyday examples of 

transverse and compression 

(longitudinal) waves.

Jan/May Unit 8: Vibrations & 

Waves

* Describe the wavelength, amplitude, 

frequency, and speed of a wave *Differentiate 

between transverse and longitudinal waves 

*Calculate energy transfer in a wave.

Homework, 

Quizzes, Tests, Labs

*Pendulum 

*vibration *wave 

*amplitude 

*frequency 

*wavelength *wave 

speed *Longitudinal 

and transverse 

waves 

*interference

*Explain work in the scientific sense *Calculate 

work done on an object *Explain how energy 

changes between kinetic and potential energy. 

*Calculate kinetic and potential energy

Homework, 

Quizzes, Tests, Labs

*Work *Power 

*Kinetic and 

Potential energy 

*Conservation of 

Energy *Efficiency
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Essential Skills

Essentials of Physics  

Month

Example

Sept/Jan

Michigan Standards

High School Content 

Expectations   (HSCEs)  

Code & Language                                                                                                                

National Common Core 

Standards

 Code & Language

Examples of 

Formative 

Assessments

VocabularyContent

Sub-Category

or

Strand

P4.4C Compare and contrast transverse 

and compression (longitudinal) waves in 

terms of wavelength, amplitude, and 

frequency. *P4.4d Demonstrate that 

frequency and wavelength of a wave 

are inversely proportional in a given 

medium.

P4.4e Calculate the amount of energy 

transferred by transverse or 

compression waves of different 

amplitudes and frequencies (e.g., 

seismic waves).

Jan/May Unit 9:Light & Color 

(time permitting) 

P4.9A Identify the principle ivolved 

when you see a transparent object 

in a clear liquid

Recognize that longer wavelengths will 

have the redder color.  As materials 

absorb light, they increase in temperature.  

Color, reflection, 

refraction, diffuse, 

transparency, 

opacity, index of 

refraction

P4.9B Explain how various materials 

reflect, absorb, or transmit light in 

different ways

P4.9C Explain why the image of the 

Sun appears reddish at sunrise or 

sunset

Jan/May Unit 8: Vibrations & 

Waves

* Describe the wavelength, amplitude, 

frequency, and speed of a wave *Differentiate 

between transverse and longitudinal waves 

*Calculate energy transfer in a wave.

Homework, 

Quizzes, Tests, Labs

*Pendulum 

*vibration *wave 

*amplitude 

*frequency 

*wavelength *wave 

speed *Longitudinal 

and transverse 

waves 

*interference

Homework, 

Quizzes, Tests, Labs
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